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Overview

• Naive attitude is to expect all useful innovations to diffuse more or
less instantaneously across countries

• Obviously this does not happen: why?

• Biggest empirical challenge is to “observe” diffusion

• Today review some very reduced-form empirical approaches to inter-

national technology diffusion

• See Jonathan’s part of the course for more structural approaches



Approach 1: TFP growth as a function of foreign R&D

• Two influential papers by Coe and Helpman (1995) and Coe, Helpman,
Hoffmaister (1997).

• Endogenous growth model with innovation and imitation. Leads to
following reduced-form equation for non—OECD-country TFP:

log(Ai) = α+αS log(Si)+α
MMi+α

SM [log(Si)Mi]+α
E Ei+α

SE [log(Si)E

— Ai = Yi/(K
0.4L0.6) (hence A includes effect of human capital!).

— Si “R&D” capital of country i
0s industrialized trading partners.

(R&D spillovers).

∗ Si =
P
k∈OECDψik(R&D)k, where

· (R&D)k =“R&D capital” of country k (computed with R&D

spending data and perpetual inventory method). (OECD data)

· ψik = imports of machinery and equipment from country k as

share of Yi.



— Mi total machinery and equipment imports from OECD as share

in GDP. (UN data).

— Ei human capital (eases technology adoption), measured by sec-

ondary enrollment rate (!).

— [log(Si)Mi] embodied tech. greater if coming from high R&D

countries and/or R&D spillovers take place through machinery

trade.

— [log(Si)Ei] spillovers greater if receptive “students”.



• Method:

— 1997 paper looks at 77 non-OECD countries (1995 paper is intra-

OECD)

— Panel data: 1975-1990; 5-year intervals.

— WLS in first differences (nets out country-specific intercepts).

— Fixed effects and time dummies (allows for country-specific trends).





• Results without fixed effects sensible, but those with fixed effects puz-
zling.

• Dropping log(S) not really very legitimate

• Keller (EER 1998) finds that random ψiks lead to stronger effects from

foreign R&D than the actual ones!

• Interpretation difficult anyway. E.g. R&D and TFP are procyclical

and Mexico’s business cycle is influcenced by US’.



Further developments

• Keller (JEG 2002) adds industry dimension to data (among other

things) and gets more robust results.

• Keller (AER 2002) looks at the role of geographical distance

• Estimating equation:

log(Acit) = αci + αt + β log

Rcit + γ

 X
g∈G5

Rgite
−δDcg

+ εcit

where Dcg is geographical distance, normalized to 1 for GER-NET

distance (235 KM).

• 9 receiving countries (AUS, CAN, DEN, FIN, ITA, NET, NOR, SPA,
SWE) and 5 (G5) “sending” countries (FRA, GER, JAP, UK, USA).

i is only receiving. 12 manufacturing industries. 1970-1995.



• Method: NLS

• Finds β = 0.078∗, γ = 0.843∗, and δ = 1.005∗. Implies that half of
knowledge sent out has melted after 163Km∗

• But when looking at sub-periods finds much less localization in recent
times (half-life as large as 2000Km in 1983-1995)

• Still interpretation issues: events in German car industry influence
more Dutch car industry than Spanish car industry, but is it ideas?

• Other work adds spillovers from the spillovers, etc. (Keller has big

survey in JEL).

∗Looking for D∗ such that e−δD∗
= 0.5. That’s 0.69, corresponding to 163Km due to

normalization.



Approach 2: TFP growth and distance from frontier

• Nelson and Phelps (1966):

Most growth theory assumes that human capital increases efficiency units

of labor, permanently (later called “skill in use”). NP argue that most

operations become routinized, so HC only important during technological

change (“skill in adoption”). A big empirical literature on this in agricul-

ture, where educated farmers adopt first but others eventually follow. NP

link this with the idea of technology catch-up, which says that those with

the most to catch up will grow faster.



• Model:

— Output

Q(t) = F [k(t), A(t)l(t)].

— Technology frontier

T (t) = T0e
λt.

— Technology in use

Ȧ(t)

A(t)
= Φ(h(t))

"
T (t)

A(t)
− 1

#



• Assume h constant. Then, in steady state,
A∗(t)
T ∗(t)

=
Φ(h)

Φ(h) + λ

hence

— A increases in human capital.

— Distance from frontier falls as λ falls.

— Elasticity of A to human capital increasing in λ. One implication is

that inequality across workers and across countries should increase

during periods of fast technical change and decline during periods

of stagnation.



• Benhabib and Spiegel (JME 1994) found support for the NP idea

(catch-up plus human-capital interaction)

• Benhabib and Spiegel (Handbook of Ec Growth, forth.) propose an
alternative formulation:

Ȧ(t)

A(t)
= Φ(h(t))

"
1− A(t)

T (t)

#
,

which is logistic. (Whereas the original NP formulation was “confined

exponential”).

• Same interpretation but different steady state implications. In partic-
ular:

A∗(t)
T ∗(t)

= max

Ã
Φ(h)− λ

Φ(h)
, 0

!

• I.e. countries with initial h below a certain thresholds will fall back

(convergence clubs)!



• Microfoundation

— Version of Barro and Sala-i-Martin’s diffusion model with cost of

imitation, η, a function of h.

— Depending of functional forms can generate both confined expo-

nential and logistic diffusion dynamics.

— (Not a full microfoundation but relatively easy to write model where

imitation uses skilled labor and skilled wage higher when skilled

labor is scarce).

— Howitt and Mayer and Foulkes (2002) have something along similar

lines (but more complicated).



• Empirical Implementation

— Estimate equation for TFP growth that nests confined exponential

and logistic.

— Data is cross-section of countries 1960-1995.

— Fairly robust evidence in support of h−technology gap interaction.

— Weak support for logistic over confined exponential.

• Lots of data and identification problems, and in particular:

— Measurement of TFP in 1960 (to calculate growth rate).

— h may be picking up all sorts of correlated things.



Approach 3: Analysis of patent data

• Eaton and Kortum (JIE 1996). Empirical determinants of country

i’s propensity to take patents in country j (OECD sample). Coun-

tries patent more in nearby countries (more similar tastes and hence

greater value of protection? easier imitation and hence greater need

for protection?), in countries with high human capital, and in poorer

countries. They do not patent more in countries where they export a

lot.

• Peri (RESTAT 2005). Cross-regional patent citations. Stronger results
pertain to intense localization, similar to Keller.

• Cross-border patenting and cross-border citation patterns obviously
more direct measures of knowledge flows.



Approach 4: Embodied technology flows

• To the extent that technology is embodied in specific equipment, can
learn about technology flows by looking at equipment imports.

• Again, I let Jonathan talk about his own important work here.

• Also, Giorgio has a nice paper with Soloaga using the unit-value of
equipment imports — relative to the unit-value of equipment imports

in the US — as a proxy for the technological sophistication of various

countries’ imports.

• Caselli and Coleman (AER 2000). Look at computer imports as proxy
for adoption:

— Recent

— Embodied

— Produced in Few Countries



• Data Set 1

— imports of automatic data processing machines and units thereof;

magnetic and optical readers, machines for transcribing data onto

data media in coded form and machines for processing such data,

n.e.s..

— I.e. assembled computers and key components (central processing

units, memory chips, storage devices, peripherals...).

— From 1970-1990.

— From (initially) 155 countries.

— from Feenstra, Lipsey, and Bowen (1997).

— Divided by labor force, from World Bank (1998).



• Data Set 2

— Same but only if no computer exports.

• Data Set 3

— OCAM data (Office Computing and Accounting Machinery)

— Production + Imports - Exports

— Production from UNIDO

— From 1977-1990

— Fewer Countries



• Method

— Regression

log(Iitc ) = α+ δtβ +Xitγ + ηi + uit (1)

— 5 Year Dummies.

— 7 Regional Dummies.

— Country Random Effects



• Summary of Results

— Always Significant (3 Samples)

∗ Human Capital
· New in Cross-Country Setting

· Skill in Use vs. Skill in Adoption

∗ Manufacturing Imports from OECD

· Knowledge Externalities?



— Often Significant (2 Samples)

∗ Agriculture Share of GDP

∗ Investment per Worker
· Embodied Technology

∗ Property Rights Protection

∗ Government Share of GDP.



— Sometimes Significant

∗ Manufacturing Share of GDP

∗ Some Export Variables

— Never Significant

∗ Fraction Speaking English.



• Caselli and Wilson (JME 2004). Generalizes to a cross-section of types
of capital.

• Composition of K-imports (and hence,presumably, K) varies dramat-
ically across countries. Shares in total capital imports

Metal Non- OCAM Elec. Comm. Motor Other Aircraft Prof.
Prod. Elec. Eq. Eq. Veh. Transp. Goods

Mean .08 .21 .06 .14 .11 .24 .03 .05 .07
Std. Dev. .06 .08 .05 .07 .05 .10 .04 .09 .03
Min .01 .03 .01 .01 .01 .01 .00 .00 .01
Max .55 .48 .41 .59 .37 .55 .34 .88 .23
Y Corr -.25 -.14 .53 .27 .20 -.32 -.41 .14 .33
R&D 202 887 1170 848 2280 1810 57 1880 801





• Two Questions

— Why does K Composition Vary?

— Does it Matter for Var(Y )?



• Sketch of a Model

Y i = Bi

 PX
p=1

³
xip
´γ1γ γ < 1,

xip = A
i
p

³
Lip
´1−α ³

Kip
´α

0 < α < 1,

— Kip is Market Value of Capital Type p

— Aip is both Type and Country Specific



• Model Solution

— With Sectoral Labor Mobility and Investment Arbitrage

Kip

Ki
=

³
Aip
´ γ
1−γ

P
j

³
Aij

´ γ
1−γ
.

— Determinants of country-type productivity:

Aip = Ap
Y
c

³
zic
´δc,p

.

— Regression:

Kip

K1p
= βp

Y
c

³
zic
´βc,p εip

where βp = (Ap/A1)
γ/(1−γ) and βc,p = (δc,p − δc,1)γ/(1− γ).

— p = 1 is fabricated metal products





Figure 2: R&D flow intensity (%) vs. Corr(Y/L, import share)
1995, 118 countries
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Figure 1: Capital Composition and Income



• Embodied-technology regressions:
Ap = a(Rp)

σ

δc,p = bc log(Rp)

Kip

Ki1
= a

Ã
Rp

R1

!φY
c
(zic)

φc log(Rp/R1)εip





• Back to Model

Y i = Bi
·P

p

³
Aip
´ γ
1−γ

¸1−γ
γ ³

Ki
´α ³

Li
´1−α

Compare with Standard Development Accounting

Y i = TFPi
³
Ki
´α ³

Li
´1−α



Fraction of Income variance Explained by Quality

γ Log-Var 90-10 Ratio Corr with Y
0.25 4.9 4.8 .3
0.50 0.5 0.7 .3
0.75 0.1 0.4 .3



• K Composition Varies a Lot

• Why
K-type Characteristics (Embodied Technology)

Country Characteristics (Appropriate Technology)

• Does it Matter for Var(Y )
Theory: Definitely Yes

Data: Tentatively Yes


